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‘Camelot I’ and the
slab-sided Lincolns
By Phil Skinner;
photos from author’s collection
[Reprinted with permission from
Old Cars Weekly]

A

s America is about to seat its
44th president, a number of pundits have referred to the upcoming Obama era as the second rendition of
“Camelot” in the White House. The ﬁrst
version of Camelot, of course, was during
the John F. Kennedy administration, which
began in January 1961 and ended all too
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tragically on Nov. 22, 1963, when an assassin’s bullet found its mark in Dallas.
During the 1960 presidential campaign,
Henry Ford II had been a major supporter
of the young senator from Massachusetts.
The two had much in common. Besides
Ford’s own leaning toward the Democrat
party, the men shared the Catholic faith
and were about the same age; they may
have even crossed paths in their youth,
as both had served the U.S. Navy during
World War II and both had come from very
well-to-do families.
One of the ﬁrst contributions to the
Kennedy administration from Ford Motor
Co. had not been a car, but rather a person
— Robert S. McNamara who, in the fall
of 1960, became president of the company.
Tapped for his outstanding thought pro-

cesses and contributions during World War
II, McNamara was eventually appointed
by JFK as Secretary of Defense. Although
some of his later decisions, especially in
regards to America’s involvement in Vietnam, have been criticized, he was, and still
is, a brilliant man.
For car collectors, however, the biggest
contribution that Ford made to the JFK administration was a big, beautiful Lincoln
Continental parade car.
‘Bubble top’ affair
Even before the election had taken
place, the decision to provide the White
House with a new parade vehicle had been
made. Ever since the 1939 “Sunshine Special” Lincoln parade touring car built for
Franklin Roosevelt, these big cars had
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played an important part in ofﬁcial functions, motorcades and affairs of state. In
1950, the Sunshine Special was retired and
returned to Ford Motor Co. to be replaced
by a new one-off, extended-wheelbase
convertible sedan produced by Derham
coachbuilders.
This second car featured a removable
“bubble top” made of Plexiglas that allowed the occupants to be seen by crowds
during inclement weather. The car was delivered during the Truman administration,
and it is said that he liked going fast in it
and would often order his drivers to “speed
it up.” There are photos showing Truman
sitting alone in the back seat, zipping along
at high speed and wearing a smile from ear
to ear.

The 1962 X-247 “bubble top” Lincoln limousine was used for transporting the
president and ﬁrst lady to less-formal events, as well as for other VIPs needing
a limousine-type ride. Here it is shown with its protective rear cover in place.

s Shown in its original form when ﬁrst delivered to
the White House, the X-100 Lincoln parade car has the
1961 grille, Continental Mark II wheel covers and the
Plexiglas top in place with the protective cover over the
rear portion of the passenger compartment.

s After JFK’s assassination, the X-100 Lincoln was
rebuilt as a closed limousine with a transparent
top. It’s shown here with the 1962 front grille and
1956 Lincoln Premiere wheel covers.

s

‘X-100’ convertible sedan
With a totally new image for Lincoln
coming in 1961, it made sense to have
the most modern of limousines for the
most powerful man in the free world:
the president of the United States. Just
before Christmas 1960, unit number
1Y86H405950, a convertible sedan in
black, was pulled from the production line
and sent off to Hess & Eisenhardt in Ohio.
There, in a little more than one month’s
time, the conversion to one of the most
important and spectacular cars ever produced took place. The car was ofﬁcially
identiﬁed as the “X-100.”
Once the car arrived at Hess & Eisenhardt, a number of major modiﬁcations
were undertaken. The car was stretched
in an most unusual way, adding about six
inches between the driver’s door and the
rear door opening, which doubled as a privacy partition and a place to store weapons to fend off possible attacks. The rear
door was also stretched about four inches,
allowing it to open without any obstruction for the rear seat passengers, though
getting in and out of the jump seats was a
bit difﬁcult.
Another extension was performed behind the rear door openings. The back seat
was placed farther back from its stock
position to allow a bit more room for the
fold-away jump seats. All of these body
modiﬁcations added more than 42 inches
to the length of the car, and the wheelbase
grew from its stock 123 inches to 156. The
base weight also grew from slightly more
than 5,200 lbs. in stock form to more than
7,800 lbs. when ﬁnished.
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